
From: Ashima CS care@caloriesmart.in 
Date: Fri, Jul 20, 2012 at 11:48 AM 
Subject: CalorieSmart 
Hi  

Hope you and your colleagues are enjoying the CalorieSmart Meals. Just read an interesting Blog by Hitanshu Gandhi from your 
form .My colleague did try and get information as to this gentleman was a part of your team taking the meals , but did not get a 
reply. So am writing to you assuming that he is. Request you to pass it to him , so we have some way to defend ourselves. I can 
take criticism in my stride and at CalorieSmart we follow the policy that the “Customer is ALWAYS right” , but I just feel that 
he’s been a bit harsh about it as the context is not set. 

·        Service - Their person comes and collects it the next day. Atleast in Mumbai, the dabbawalas take it back same day. Thus 
the office doesn't stink.  

There is no outsourcing of delivery as with dabbawallas here and it is a conscious call to collect the next day, helps us 
deliver our meals within the price range that we do , otherwise the customer would end up paying much more. The zip 
bag needs to be used to avoid this and CS will educate customers more effectively going forward. Rinsing your plate in a 
min. and putting it in the bag (which we usually do if it’s a home dabba before putting back in our bag) , makes things 
great! 

•             Order accuracy - We have had multiple instances where either less than requested veg meals were supplied, or 
continental food was replaced for Indian, 

We are working on this and with investment in technology and CRM, this will improve going forward. But also to clarify 
, the Premium meal has a “Multi cuisine Menu” , through the week. Continental is a type of platter we do , we also do 
indian once or twice a week in that (Indian with a twist or a regional Indian Platter) 

•             Portions - Inadequate for overweight punjabi males with a healthy appetite. It leaves almost every male feeling hungry 
(sample set, n=5, in my office) . The female colleague had no such issues  

This is the core proposition, it suits some and not all. The meals have to be measured and calorie counted.The calories 
and food is scientifically enough for an average person (not unless you’re a child , nursing mother , athlete with higher 
calorie requirement). CS will again ensure that the message is communicated more effectively to customers going 
forward. 

•             Taste - In the pursuit of health and controlled calorie intake, one or the other item turns out to not be yummy. Coupled 
with a limited portion, that becomes quite tough. Whether it be a soup, sprouts, or oats in the last week, net, there is something 
daily I didn't like to eat. And mind you, I am a glutton with low standards.  

This point is subjective and while one customer may not like the food, there are 400 others who do. The endeavor is to 
make healthy yet tasty food. CS is sad to see that customer is suggesting the food taste is poor, but not much can be done 
here and customer is entitled to his opinion 

Our food cannot be compared to caterer/ restaurant/  tiffin food . Its probably safer to compare it to food cooked in  
healthy homes , with lot more variety. For eg. When we say we’re serving you an American style burger and Soup and 
Salad , at a restaurant you would get a great Maida soft bun with lots of Mayo and a deep fried chicken / veg patty in the 
centre. The soup would be with a big butter ka tadka and the salad will have a nice heavy yummy dressing . All delicious  
but probably  around 1500Kcal . Imagine we give you a similar concept within 500 Kcal. You don’t need to compromise 
and NOT Eat a burger , we just say eat a healthier version ( Multigrain Bun , a lean soya & vegetable/chicken patty ; 
with a hung curd low fat mayo ; a light soup and salad) . Its just that when the taste buds are tuned to liking the fatty 
stuff (delicious to all) it takes a bit of time to adjust to tasting fresh herbs and ingredients , instead of overpowering the 
taste buds with the taste of fats. So I would urge you to take this over a period of time and see the following results: 



1.     You wont feel lethargic after a CS lunch , generally its noticed that a heavy lunch in office makes you sluggish. 

2.     Reap the health benefits of eating a meal which is balanced such that it has the right amount of Carbs , proteins , 
vitamins and essential fat. Generally so much thought goes into meals in Hospitals , and we all know how those generally 
taste .  

3.     You could talk to us for counselling you on your other meals , which could help you if you want to lose weight , as CS 
meals are good for that , but unless you moderate your breakfast and dinner it won’t help. 

Health and Happiness 

Dr. Ashima Manek 
Director 
Scientific Diets Pvt Ltd. 


